
 

 

 
September 15, 2022  
The Better Sister by Alafair Burke  
  
From Alafair Burke-New York Times bestselling author of the runaway hit, The Wife-comes another twisty 

tale of domestic noir. When a prominent Manhattan lawyer is murdered, two estranged sisters-one the dead 

man's widow, the other his ex-must set aside mistrust and old resentments ... but can they escape their past?  

 

Though Chloe was the younger of the two Taylor sisters, she always seemed to be in charge. She was the 
honor roll student with big dreams and an even bigger work ethic. Nicky was always restless ... and more than 
a little reckless-the opposite of her ambitious little sister. She floated from job to job and man to man, and 
stayed close to home in Cleveland.  
 
For a while, it seemed like both sisters had found happiness. Chloe earned a scholarship to an Ivy League 

school and moved to New York City, where she landed a coveted publishing job. Nicky married promising 

young attorney Adam Macintosh, and gave birth to a baby boy they named Ethan. The Taylor sisters became 

virtual strangers.  

 

Now, more than fifteen years later, their lives are drastically different-and Chloe is married to Adam. When 

he's murdered by an intruder at the couple's East Hampton beach house, Chloe reluctantly allows her 

teenaged stepson's biological mother-her estranged sister, Nicky, back into her life. But when the police begin 

to treat Ethan as a suspect in his father's death, the two sisters are forced to unite ... and to confront the truth 

behind family secrets they have tried to bury in the past. 

 

October 20, 2022  
The Other Mrs. by Mary Kubina 
 
Sadie and Will Foust have only just moved their family from bustling Chicago to small-town Maine when their 

neighbor, Morgan Baines, is found dead in her home. The murder rocks their tiny coastal island, but no one is 

more shaken than Sadie, who is terrified by the thought of a killer in her very own backyard.  

 

As the eyes of suspicion turn toward the new family in town, Sadie is drawn deeper into the mystery of 

Morgan's death. But Sadie must be careful, for the more she discovers about Mrs. Baines, the more she 

begins to realize just how much she has to lose if the truth ever comes to light.  
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November 17, 2022  
At Risk (Winston Garano 1) by Patricia Cornwell 
      

A Massachusetts state investigator is called home from Knoxville, Tennessee, where he is completing a course 

at the National Forensic Academy. His boss, the district attorney, attractive but hard-charging, is planning to 

run for governor, and as a showcase she's planning to use a new crime initiative called At Risk; its motto: "Any 

crime, any time." In particular, she's been looking for a way to employ cutting-edge DNA technology, and she 

thinks she's found the perfect subject in an unsolved twenty-year-old murder-in Tennessee. If her office solves 

the case, it ought to make them all look pretty good, right?  

 

Her investigator is not so sure-not sure about anything to do with this woman, really-but before he can open 

his mouth, a shocking piece of violence intervenes, an act that shakes up not only both their lives but also the 

lives of everyone around them. It's not a random event. Is it personal? Is it professional? Whatever it is, the 

implications are very, very bad indeed ... and they're about to get much worse.  

 

December 15, 2022  
The K Team (K Team 1) by David Rosenfelt 
 
In David Rosenfelt’s newest series - a spinoff of the much beloved Andy Carpenter mysteries - Andy's wife 
forms an investigative team with a former detective and his German Shepard partner.  
Andy Carpenter's wife, Laurie, was a cop, a good one. Now she helps out on Andy's cases while also raising 

Ricky, their son. But she's been chafing to jump back into investigating on her own, and when her former 

partner and his German shepherd 30 K-9 partner come to her with a proposal, she's in.  

 

January 19, 2023  
Blind Tiger by Sandra Brown 
 
The year 1920 comes in with a roar in this rousing and suspenseful novel by #1 New York Times bestselling 

author Sandra Brown. Prohibition is the new law of the land, but murder, mayhem, lust, and greed are 

already institutions in the Moonshine Capitol of Texas.  

Thatcher Hutton, a war-weary soldier on the way back to his cowboy life, jumps from a moving freight train 

to avoid trouble ... and lands in more than he bargained for. On the day he arrives in Foley, Texas, a local 

woman goes missing. Thatcher, the only stranger in town, is suspected of her abduction, and worse. Standing 

between him and exoneration are a corrupt mayor, a crooked sheriff, a notorious cathouse madam, a sly 

bootlegger, feuding moonshiners ... and a young widow whose soft features conceal an iron will.  

What was supposed to be a fresh start for Laurel Plummer turns to tragedy. Left destitute but determined to 
dictate her own future, Laurel plunges into the lucrative regional industry, much to the dislike of the good ol' 
boys, who have ruled supreme. Her success quickly makes her a target for cutthroat competitors, whose only 
code of law is reprisal. As violence erupts, Laurel and-now deputy Thatcher find themselves on opposite sides 
of a moonshine war, where blood flows as freely as whiskey.  

 



 

February 16, 2023 
An Unwanted Guest by Shari Lapena 
 
A weekend retreat at a cozy mountain lodge is supposed to be the perfect getaway ... but when the storm hits, 
no one is getting away.  
 
It is winter in the Catskills and Mitchell’s Inn, nestled deep in the woods, is the perfect setting for a relaxing-
maybe even romantic-weekend away. It boasts spacious old rooms with huge wood burning fireplaces, a well-
stocked wine cellar, and opportunities for cross-country skin, snowshoeing, or just curling up with a good 
murder mystery. 
 
So when the weather takes a turn for the worse, and a blizzard cuts off the electricity-and all contact with the 
outside world-the guests settle in for the long haul. 
 
Soon, though, one of the guests turns up dead-it looks like an accident. But when a second guest dies, they 
start to panic. 
 
Within the snowed-in paradise, something-or someone-is picking off the guests one by one.  And there’s 
nothing they can do but hunker down and hope they can survive the storm. 
    
March 16, 2023 
I'll Be Gone in the Dark (Golden State Killer) by Michelle McNamare 
 
A masterful true crime account of the Golden State Killer-the elusive serial rapist turned murderer who 
terrorized California for over a decade-from Michelle McNamara, the gifted journalist who died tragically 
while investigating the case. 
"You'll be silent forever, and I'll be gone in the dark." 
 
For more than ten years, a mysterious and violent predator committed fifty sexual assaults in Northern 
California before moving south, where he perpetrated ten sadistic murders. Then he disappeared, eluding 
capture by multiple police forces and some of the best detectives in the area. 
 
Three decades later, Michelle McNamara, a true crime journalist who created the popular website 
TrueCrimeDiary.com, was determined to find the violent psychopath she called "the Golden State Killer." 
Michelle pored over police reports, interviewed victims, and embedded herself in the online communities that 
were as obsessed with the case as she was. 
 
I'll Be Gone in the Dark-the masterpiece McNamara was writing at the time of her sudden death offers an 
atmospheric snapshot of a moment in American history and a chilling account of a criminal mastermind and 
the wreckage he left behind. lt is also a portrait of a woman's obsession and her unflagging pursuit of the 
truth. Framed by an introduction by Gillian Flynn and an afterword by her husband, Patton Oswalt, the book 
was completed by Michelle's lead researcher and a close colleague. Utterly original and compelling, it is 
destined to become a true crime classic-and may at last unmask the Golden State Killer. 
 
 
 
 
 



 

April 20, 2023 
Breaking Creed (Ryder Creed 1) by Alex Kava 
 
New York Times- and internationally bestselling author Alex Kava's thrilling new series introducing Ryder 
Creed, ex-marine turned K9 search-and-rescue dog trainer as he teams up with fan-favorite FBI profiler 
Maggie O'Dell. 
 
Ryder Creed and his dogs have been making national headlines. They've intercepted several major drug 
stashes being smuggled through Atlanta's airport. But their newfound celebrity has also garnered some 
unwanted attention. 
 
Meanwhile, FBI agent Maggie O'Dell is investigating a series of murders - the victims tortured, killed, and 
dumped in the Potomac River. She suspects it's the work of a cunning and brutal assassin, but her politically 
motivated boss has been putting up roadblocks. 
 
By the time she uncovers a hit list with Creed's name on it, it might be too late. The cartel has already 
sent someone to destroy Creed and everyone close to him.  
 
But Creed and his dogs have a few surprises in store on their compound in Florida. Will it be enough to stop a 
ruthless cartel determined to remove the thorn in its side once and for all? 
 
May 18, 2023 
Turn of the Key by Ruth Ware 
 
When she stumbles across the ad, she's looking for something else completely. But it seems like too good an 
opportunity to miss-a live-in nanny post, with a staggeringly generous salary. And when Rowan Caine arrives 
at Heatherbrae House, she is smitten-by the luxurious "smart" home fitted out with all modern conveniences, 
by the beautiful Scottish Highlands, and by this picture-perfect family. 
 
What she doesn't know is that she's stepping into a nightmare-one that will end with a child dead and herself 
in prison awaiting trial for murder. 
 
Full of spellbinding menace and told in Ruth Ware's signature suspenseful style, The Turn of the Key is an un-
put-downable thriller from the Agatha Christie of our time. 
 
 
 
 
 


